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Abstract 
In t h ~ s  thesis we deal with a particular class of dynamcal systems known as Hamiltoman 
systems For these systems the equations of motion are orchary dfferentlal equations derived 
from a "special" function called the Hamdtonian In general, the Hamdtonian is a compli- 
cated function of the generalized coordinates and momenta and consequently, the resulting 
equations of motion are nonlmear ordmary differentlal equations which are non-integrable 
Since an analytic solution is not possible, one tnes to obtain qualitative Information about 
the long term or asymptotic behaviour of solutions The sh~ft from the quantitative to the 
qualitative IS reflected in a shift in the mathematical techniques which are used to analyse 
these equations One way to analyse these equations is to solve them numencally usmg algo- 
rithms that are constructed keeping in mind the special properties these equations possess 
Thus, with the help of these special algorithms we are able to capture and hence analyse the 
qualitative properties of these systems 
Hamlltonian systems possess the notable property of preserving the fundamental Poisson 
bracket which is equivalent to preserving the symplectic 2-form This condition is called 
the symplectic condition and any numerical integration algorithm that is employed to study 
these systems should preserve the symplect~c conltron at every step The preservation 
of the Harniltonian nature of a system is important for analysing the long term stab~lity 
of Hamiltonian systems using numerical integration because they ensure the existence of 
stabilizing KAM tori, the preservation of phase space structures etc 
If the symplectic condition is not preserved at every integration step, even the qualitative 
nature of the solutions o b t ~ n e d  by numerical integration can be very different from that of 
the exact solution The numerical integrat~on algorithms that presenrt: the Hamrltonim or 
symplectic nature of the system are called symplectlc integration algorithms or symplectic 
integrators There are various approaches to construct symplectic mtegrators and the goal 
of any algor~thm 1s to be both fast and accurate 
One way to design a symplectic mtegrator is to ut~lize the natural structure of canonical 
transformations or symplect~c maps that preserve the Ha~nlton's eyuatiotls of tnotlon We 
have formulated a syrnplectic integrat~on method using "solvable maps" For t h ~ s  approach, 
we use Lie algebra~c techn~ques and represent the system as a symplect~c map The basic idea 
behind our method is to refactorize the syrnplect~c map as a product of "solvable maps" 
~ h e i e  are maps whose Taylor serles expansion can be explmtly summed when acting on 
phase space coordmates We have studled examples in both two and four hmensions and 
the algorithm is shown to gve good results Another advantage of this method 1s that 
~t can be easily extended to higher dimensions slnce the computations mvolved are not 
that d~fficult Further, t h ~ s  method looks promising for long term integration as it involves 
iterating a symplect~c map To summarize, our method is not only fast and accurate, but 
also gwes maps where the final values of the variables are explic~t functions of the ln~tial 
values 
We have also addressed the problem of how to enhance the performance of a nonlinear 
Ham~ltonian system. The performance of the system, for example its long-term stability, is 
influenced by the nonlinear terms present in the equations governmg ~ t s  motion Thus, ~t is 
natural to seek how to reduce the "nonhnearity content" in the system while at the same 
t ~ m e  nsuring that the reqmred task is carried out We have tackled this problem usmg Lie 
algebraic tools and defined a norm whch quantifies the nonlinear content of a Hamltonm 
system The norms defined are functions of the parameters specifying the Hamiltonlan 
system under consideration Therefore, one can vary these parameters to a feasible value so 
as to minimize the norm and hence the nonlmear~ty of the system, thus enhancing system 
performance 
The approach that we take is to represent the time evolution of a Ham~ltonian system 
by a symplectic map So, any norm that we construct for the system should necessarily be 
~nvariant under the action of this map By restricting ourselves to capturing the leadng 
nonhnear behaviour of the map and golng to ~ t s  normal form, we find that the norm needs 
to be invariant only under the action of the special unitary group SU(n) We have obtained 
such an invanant norm As an appllcatlon, we have demonstrated that this technique greatly 
enhances the long term stab~llty of motion In a FODO lattlce (a commonly used structure 
In accelerators) 
We have also studied the correction of spherlcal aberration usmg Lie algebra~c methods 
for an optlcal system In an optical system conslstlng of one or more spherlcal surfaces ~t 1s 
relatively simple to calculate and construct the position and size of the image if it is formed 
by paraxla1 rays However, in practice, the apertures of most optical systems are so large that 
paraxial rays form only a very small fraction of all the effectwe rays The non-paraxxal rays 
are found to cause various aberrations in the image One of the most important aberrations 
is the so-called spherical aberration 
We have studied ways of reducmg on-axis spherlcal aberration usmg Lie algebraic tech- 
niques for a point to point imaging system The results are shown to agree with the exact 
result obtained by the direct application of Fermat's pnnciple and also by the ray trac- 
ing method Although, one cannot always obtain analytical results usmg the Lie algebraic 
method, it is often more powerful than the other methods as it can be applied to a wide 
variety of opt~cal systems 
